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Regional Operations Manager 
Home Counties / South East    £-Excellent 

 
I am working with a leading Green Waste Recycling company who have an exciting 
opportunity for a Regional Operations Manager. This is a key role within the Operations 
team. Working with the Operations Director, you will be processing input materials 
across multiple sites.  You will be involved in all the day to day operations of these sites 
and working closely with the Site Operation Managers and Commercial team on inputs 
and outputs. Some of your responsibilities will include but not be limited to; Health and 
Safety and Environmental compliance across the sites and third party suppliers; Manage 
operations ensuring production levels are achieved in line with company expectations; 
Manage site movement for smooth processing and material acceptance; Stock levels; 
Ensure that plant and machinery is fit for purpose and compliant with all legalisations; 
Produce CAPEX plans in order that plant and machinery is replaced in a timely manner; 
Liaise with current customers, maintaining dialogue throughout contracts, ensure 
reporting and any social value requirements are maintained as per contractual terms; 
Source new feedstocks and contract tendering; Review reports to determine profitability 
and areas of improvement; Site visits and tours; Working as part of a team to achieve 
best outcomes; Working to a set of KPI's and keeping within budget; Seek out and assess 
new opportunities and innovation to further enhance the Business; Aid in the marketing 
function, ensuring alignment with other group companies; Maintain a positive outlook 
and attitude sharing the organisations passion and goals. In order to be considered for 
this role you will have the relevant experience within a similar position in the 
waste/recycling sector at senior level; Strong leadership and Operations management 
skills; Excellent IT and reporting; Good written and verbal communication skills in order 
to work with, provide advice to, train, and promote excellence operational efficiencies; 
The ability to organise and prioritise workload; A flexible approach to working hours; 
Knowledge of machinery operations; Knowledge of business process and it’s functions 
(finance, HR, procurement, operations); Excellent time management. Qualifications; 
COTC and IOSH.

 
For full details, please email a copy of your CV to rebecca@Candovergreen.com 

quoting job ref: RB2732 

 

 

 


